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In Antarctic coastal waters where nutrient limitations are low, viruses are expected
to play a major role in the regulation of bloom events. Despite this, research in viral
identification and dynamics is scarce, with limited information available for the Southern
Ocean (SO). This study presents an integrative-omics approach, comparing variation in
the viral and microbial active communities on two contrasting sample conditions from
a diatom-dominated phytoplankton bloom occurring in Chile Bay in the West Antarctic
Peninsula (WAP) in the summer of 2014. The known viral community, initially dominated
by Myoviridae family (∼82% of the total assigned reads), changed to become dominated
by Phycodnaviridae (∼90%), while viral activity was predominantly driven by dsDNA
members of the Phycodnaviridae (∼50%) and diatom infecting ssRNA viruses (∼38%),
becoming more significant as chlorophyll a increased. A genomic and phylogenetic
characterization allowed the identification of a new viral lineage within the Myoviridae
family. This new lineage of viruses infects Pseudoalteromonas and was dominant in
the phage community. In addition, a new Phycodnavirus (PaV) was described, which
is predicted to infect Phaeocystis antarctica, the main blooming haptophyte in the SO.
This work was able to identify the changes in the main viral players during a bloom
development and suggests that the changes observed in the virioplankton could be
used as a model to understand the development and decay of blooms that occur
throughout the WAP.
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INTRODUCTION

The Southern Ocean (SO) is one of the world’s most productive marine regions. It plays a key role
in carbon drawdown and contributes to an estimated 20% of global oceanic CO2 uptake (Takahashi
et al., 2002). Seasonality in the SO leads to environmental variations; such as increased light
availability and sea ice cover retreat along the summer, inputting metals and other nutrients to the
surface waters and promoting water column stratification. The latter leads to large phytoplankton
blooms (Vernet et al., 2008; Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Mendes et al., 2012), resulting in
increased carbon uptake in coastal waters (Bunse and Pinhassi, 2017).
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The West Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) blooms are
acknowledged to be dominated first by large diatoms (>10 µm),
followed then by smaller flagellates such as haptophytes and
cryptophytes (Ducklow et al., 2012; Schofield et al., 2017).
These groups modulate carbon sinking, microbial community
composition, strongly influence higher trophic levels and support
food webs (Arrigo, 1999; Piquet et al., 2011).

The influence of the phytoplankton bloom on
bacterioplankton is well described in the SO, where
chlorophyll a (Chl-a) concentration is positively correlated
with bacterioplankton abundance (Luria et al., 2016; Evans et al.,
2017). In Antarctic waters, some specific bacterial taxonomical
groups increase their abundance in response to the presence of
specific phytoplankton blooming species (Delmont et al., 2014).
Thus, bacterioplankton production is limited by phytoplankton
production, including species composition, bloom intensity,
and duration. In turn, these phytoplankton features are limited
by nutrient availability and regulated by biological interactions
such as grazing intensity, and mainly viral activity (Riemann and
Winding, 2001; Rooney-Varga et al., 2005; Delmont et al., 2014).

Viruses are among the most abundant and active biological
entities in the ocean (Bergh et al., 1989; Brussaard et al., 2004).
Through lytic virus–host interaction, host cellular content is
channeled into the dissolved organic matter pool, changing the
abundance of bacterial and eukaryotic hosts and influencing
microbial community assemblage (Suttle, 2005). Thus, viral lysis
is one of the major global drivers of phytoplankton bloom
decay for diverse photosynthetic organisms in global oceans
(Maranger et al., 1994; Lawrence and Suttle, 2004), however,
little information is available on the viral effects on these
blooms in the SO.

The virus to bacteria ratio (VBR) in Antarctic waters (0.7 to 6)
is lower than the ocean average (1 to 50) (Wommack and Colwell,
2000), however, viral abundances in the SO present seasonal
variations coupled with bacterioplankton and phytoplankton
increase (Evans et al., 2017), and it has been suggested that viral
lysis is more significant than bacterivory (Vaqué et al., 2017).
The limited taxonomical analyses of viral communities in the
SO indicate up to ∼90% of dsDNA viruses, from the order
Caudovirales, dominate during the spring-summer transition
(Brum et al., 2016). Apart from this, RNA viruses may make up
an important part of the virioplankton, ranging from 8 to 65%
of the total viral community in specific periods (Miranda et al.,
2016). These are the only known studies to date that attempted
to characterize, through genomics, viral communities in the SO.
Despite this, there are no multi-omics studies elucidating changes
in virioplankton composition and activity during a summertime
phytoplankton bloom in Antarctic coastal waters.

Chile Bay (South Shetland Islands), is a representative site
of coastal environments in the WAP where the activities and
composition of the eukaryotic and prokaryotic communities
have been previously studied during the austral summer
(Alcamán-Arias et al., 2018; Fuentes et al., 2018). In
particular, during the summer of 2014, metagenomic and
metatranscriptomic measurements revealed changes in these
communities represented by two contrasting samples of
low and high chlorophyll periods in the waters of Chile

Bay (Alcamán-Arias et al., 2018). Therefore, these two
samples from the end of the summer in 2014 where a
phytoplankton bloom occurred, give us an unbeatable scenario
to study the composition and activity of the virioplankton
community and their interactions with their bacterial and
eukaryotic hosts.

Our analyses provide novel viral genomic information
of the most relevant viruses that infect the most relevant
microorganisms in this marine system, which provides a first
view of the virus–host interactions that could shape the microbial
communities within the WAP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Site and Physicochemical Data
Two samples (February 14th and March 4th) were collected at
the Chile Bay (062◦27′6◦S; 059◦40′6◦W) (see Supplementary
Figure 1), located in Greenwich Island (South Shetlands
Islands, West Antarctic Peninsula) in 2014 (Alcamán-Arias
et al., 2018). Sample collection as well as physicochemical
and biotic parameters were previously described in Alcamán-
Arias et al. (2018) and are now resumed in Supplementary
Table 1. Briefly, subsurface seawater from 2 m depth, was
pumped up through a 200 µm polyester net to exclude
large organisms and particles and transported in darkness
to the laboratory. Between 3 and 4 liters (for RNA and
DNA, respectively) of seawater was filtered through 20 and
8 µm polycarbonate filters, and finally, 0.22 µm PES Sterivex
filters (Millipore) using a Cole Palmer System peristaltic
pump Model no. 7553-70 (6–600 rpm; pressure up to
2 bar). The RNA filters were preserved in RNA later and
maintained at –80◦C with the DNA filters until nucleic
acids extraction and sequencing. Temperature, conductivity
(salinity derived), and O2 concentration were measured in situ
with a multiparameter sensor (OAKTON PCD650). PAR was
measured with a HOBO Pendant Light, 64K- UA-002-64
sensor. Seawater samples for the determination of NO2

−,
NO3

−, PO4
3− and Si(OH)4 nutrients were taken in triplicate,

collected in 15-ml polyethylene flasks, and stored at –20◦C
until further analysis. The analysis was conducted using
standard colorimetric techniques in a segmented flow Seal
AutoAnalyser (Seal Analytical AA3 of four channels) (Armstrong
et al., 1967) and silicic acid was measured according to the
method of Thomsen et al. (1983).

For total Chl-a determination, 1 L of seawater from each
sample was immediately filtrated by a glass fiber filter (GF/F),
size pore 0.7 µm, and then stored at –20◦C in darkness. For
chlorophyll determinations, extractions with 10 mL of acetone
(90% v v−1) for 20 h at –20◦C in the dark were performed.
Subsequently, fluorometric measurements using a 10AU Field
and Laboratory Fluorometer (Turner Designs) and chlorophyll
concentrations calculations were performed according to the
protocol of Strickland and Parsons (1972), with chlorophyll a
derivate from the equation:

mgchlorophyll a/m3
= FD

∗ R (1)
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where R is the fluorometric reading and F is a factor for each door
(see Strickland and Parsons, 1972 for further specifications).

Nucleic Acids Extraction and
Metagenomes Sequencing
Total DNA and RNA were obtained from the 0.22 µm filters
collected on February 14th and March 4th, which represent
samples collected at low and high Chl-a content periods (L-
C and H-C), respectively as described in Alcamán-Arias et al.
(2018) and Fuentes et al. (2018). DNA and RNA extractions
were performed with the method of Díez et al. (2001), as
described in Alcamán-Arias et al. (2018). DNA and RNA were
sequenced also as described in Alcamán-Arias et al. (2018) using
Hi-seq technology (DNA Sequencing and Genotyping Center,
DE, United States). Briefly, DNA libraries were prepared using
the NEXTflex Rapid DNA-Seq Kit (Bioo Scientific Corporation,
Austin, TX, United States) according to the manufacturer’s
instruction. For metatranscriptomics, total RNA (500 ng) was
cleaned up of rRNA prior to library construction by Ribo-
Zero rRNA Removal Kit Bacteria (Illumina, San Diego, CA,
United States) according to the manufacturer’s instruction
followed by library construction using a NEXTflex Rapid
Directional RNA-Seq kit (Bioo Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Quality Assessment and Trimming
A quality assessment of metagenomic and metatranscriptomic
data was performed as described in Alcamán-Arias et al. (2018)
with the software FastQC (Andrews, 2010). Briefly, quality
trimming was performed with the software PrinSeq (Schmieder
and Edwards, 2011), with the following quality filters: a mean
read quality of 30, a 3′ trimming for bases with quality below
30, a hard clipping of the first 7 leftmost bases for L-C
metagenomic sample and the first 9 bases for H-C sample. For
metatranscriptomes, a minimum quality of 30 and a minimum
length of 30 bp was inquired, also a hard clipping of the first
11 bases of 5′ on both samples was performed. Low complexity
sequences were filtered using the DUST model (Morgulis et al.,
2006), implemented on Prinseq, with a threshold value of 7.

Viral Mining
To recover viral sequences from total DNA and RNA samples,
prior removal of sequences belonging to the three domains of
life, Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya was performed, through end-
to-end mapping against the NCBI non-redundant (NR) database
using Bowtie2 aligner (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Viral
sequences were then recruited by end-to-end mapping against a
viral database from RefSeq (Release 75) containing all complete
viral genomes, excluding metazoan viruses because they were
out of the focus of this study (non-animal virus database, NAV).
Recruited viral sequences were assigned using Blastn (Camacho
et al., 2009) against NAV database and then parsed and displayed
using the lowest common ancestor algorithm implemented on
MEGAN 6 (Huson et al., 2016). Overall taxonomic assignment
of reads can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

Viral Genome Recruitment and
Functional Annotation
The two metagenomics samples were assembled separately but
were also co-assembled using De Bruijn graphs implemented
on Spades with the metagenomic mode (Bankevich et al.,
2012) and Ray-meta assembler (Boisvert et al., 2012) with
the default parameters, respectively. Only contigs over
200 bp were aligned against the NAV database using the
multiple genome aligner Mauve (Darling et al., 2004),
smaller contigs were discarded because they don’t reach
the minimum length required by NCBI for annotation
(Tatusova et al., 2016). Aligned contigs were reordered
against individual genomes of related viruses from the
NAV database. Cohesive endings form candidate contigs
were checked using NUCmer (Delcher et al., 2002) with
coverage 95% of similarity to avoid assembly bias due to k-mer
early classification. Proteins were predicted from candidate
genomes using a metagenomic version of Prodigal (Hyatt et al.,
2010). Functional annotation was done with Interproscan
5 (Jones et al., 2014) and manually curated. Genome draft
was plotted using CGview (Stothard and Wishart, 2005) and
compared against a reference with blast visualizer Kablammo
(Wintersinger and Wasmuth, 2014).

Phylogenetic Analyses of Viral Molecular
Markers and Statistical Analyses
For phylogenetic analyses of bacterial viruses, representative
reference sequences of major capsid protein (MCP) from
members of Myoviridae subfamilies and genera as well as
unclassified members of this group were included in the analyses
to elucidate the membership of potential novel viruses recovered.
Also, a full genome alignment was performed between genomes
retrieved in this work with all available viral genomes from
nearest phylogenetic genera present in the database (e.g., FelixO1
virus). Additional phage classification was verified using the
VirFam platform (Lopes et al., 2014), with the Head-neck-tail
module genes database.

On the other hand, DNA polymerase type B sequences from
known members of Phycodnaviridae and extended Mimiviridae
families, as well as sequences from the divergent Asfarviridae
family all infecting eukaryotes, were included and analyzed, based
on previous phylogenetic analyses (Yutin et al., 2015). Complete
and partial gene sequences from environmental samples were
also included. These sequences were aligned with partial DNA
pol B phycodnavirus (PaV) predicted protein from the co-
assembly. Both alignments were performed with MAFF (Katoh
and Standley, 2013) using the G-INS-1 strategy and default
parameters. Maximum likelihood trees were built using the
IQTree (Trifinopoulos et al., 2016) with 10000 bootstraps and
10000 SH-aLRT branch tests. The substitution model that fits
better in both cases with the data was LG (Le and Gascuel, 2008),
with four gamma categories. A Bayesian model approximation
was also applied using MrBayes (Ronquist et al., 2012) with the
LG substitution model and 2.6 million generations for DNA pol
B phylogenetic analysis. After the convergence, Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) results were summarized using TRACER
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(Rambaut et al., 2018) in order to ensure that all parameters
had values > 2.

Taxonomic Composition of Cellular
Fractions
The cellular composition of the microbial community was
assessed as described in Alcamán-Arias et al. (2018). Briefly,
16S rRNA gene sequences present in the metagenomes were
identified and extracted using Ribopicker (Schmieder et al.,
2012), then annotated using Blastn (Camacho et al., 2009)
with Silva 123 SSU database (Quast et al., 2013) and
displayed with MEGAN 6 (Huson et al., 2016). For the
photosynthetic eukaryotic community composition, sequences
matching chloroplast 16S rRNAs from 20–8 to 8–0.22 µm filter
fractions sequenced with Illumina TAGs (iTAGs) from the study
of Fuentes et al. (2018) were extracted, combined and reassigned

against Phytoref database (Decelle et al., 2015), and analyzed for
their relative abundance and composition. The activity of the
phytoplankton community was assessed with total transcripts as
well as metabolic genes such as rubisco (rbcL) and photosystem a
(psbA) as described in Alcamán-Arias et al. (2018).

For the inference of eukaryotic and bacterial communities
relationship with the physicochemical parameters, Spearman
correlation coefficients were calculated using R and plotted with
ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2017).

RESULTS

Variations in the Viral Active Community
Composition and Abundance
Combined metagenomics and metatranscriptomics data were
used to analyze the viral community, revealing a markedly

FIGURE 1 | Taxonomic composition of viral communities in Chile Bay during a summer phytoplankton bloom in 2014. Relative abundances of all viral reads were
retrieved by metagenomics and metatranscriptomics from two samples obtained under a low chlorophyll and a high chlorophyll period that were assigned against
the NAV database. Only taxa with relative abundance > 1% are included, lower abundance were grouped into others category.
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distinct composition and activity between the L-C and
H-C contrasting summer time samples (Figure 1). The L-C
metagenomic sample showed a viral community dominated
by the order Caudovirales (that infects bacteria and archaea),
with the Myoviridae family representing ∼82% of the total viral
assigned reads, and the Siphoviridae family only representing
∼1%. Following, the Megavirales order held the second largest
majority, represented only by the Phycodnaviridae family (9%
of the total viral reads). Despite dsDNA viruses being dominant,
bacterial filamentous ssDNA (+) viruses from the Inoviridae
family represented the third most common viral group (∼8%
of the total viral assigned reads). Metatranscriptomic analysis
revealed that the most active viral group was the Phycodnaviridae
family in the L-C sample (∼54% of the total viral assigned reads),
followed by the Myoviridae family with a relative abundance
of ∼38%. Furthermore, the presence and activity of sequences
related to the marine RNA virus PAL E4 and PAL156, a group
of ssRNA virus, with no DNA stage, were shown through the
metatranscriptomic (∼8% combined in the L-C sample).

Although similar dsDNA viral families were also present in the
H-C sample, their relative abundances changed radically. Here,
the Phycodnaviridae family (∼93% of the total reads) from the
Megavirales order was the dominant, and Caudovirales order
presented a dramatic drop-off (Figure 1) showing a decrease
in the Myoviridae family up to ∼3% of the total community,
while the Siphoviridae family slightly increased to ∼3.5%. In
the same way, the Inovirus group disappeared from the major
taxa, showing a relative abundance of less than 1%. These
pronounced changes in the metagenomic profiles between both
types of summertime samples were less drastic in the viral
activities (metatranscriptomics), where Phycodnaviridae family,
represented almost∼50% of the total activity, followed by Marine
RNA PAL viruses, which increased up to ∼38% of total RNA
viral reads. Meanwhile, the Myoviridae family showed a reduced
activity (∼10% of the total viral RNA), in comparison to the L-C
sample, consistent with the decrease in DNA abundance.

Genome Identification and
Characterization of Major Viral Groups
Due to the dramatic differences found in the viral communities
occurring between L-C and H-C contrasting summer time
samples, the major viral groups identified in this study were
analyzed more deeply at a genomic level. One dominant complete
genome and several partial genomes, belonging to the Myoviridae
and Phycodnaviridae families, respectively, were retrieved when
both L-C and H-C metagenomes were co-assembled. Also, the
complete genomes from a PAL E4 and Pal 156 ssRNA virus were
recovered from both individual metatranscriptomic assembly.

Most of the reads associated with the complete Myovirus
genome were recruited on two separated contigs with an
overlapping region unified on a single sequence of 125.6 kb,
named Pp_CBA virus (Pseudoalteromonas phage Chile Bay,
Antarctica). The nucleotide alignment to the NAV database
showed general similarity in the genome organization between
Pp_CBA and the Pseudoalteromonas phage H101 (PpH101),
also indicating a nucleotide homology of 24% (Figure 2A).

Protein prediction for this new viral genome detected 224
CDS (Supplementary Table 3). Among these CDS, several viral
signatures genes were retrieved such as the MCP, the tail tape
measure protein (Ttmp), and the base plate-like protein (BplP)
(Figure 2B). The Pp_CBA genome exhibited a GC bipartite
distribution, where all the structural and hallmark proteins
identified were encoded in high GC content regions. Conversely,
several metabolic accessory genes were found in low GC content
regions, such as the phosphorous transporter phoH, two tRNAs,
and an antifreeze protein domain.

On the other hand, the dominant viral group identified as
Phycodnavirus in the H-C period was represented by multiple
contigs in the assemblies being collectively referred to as PaV
(Phycodnaviridae Antarctica virus). The PaV contigs aligned
with the Phaeocystis globosa virus 16T (PgV) genome, with an
average nucleotide similarity of 95%. Read recruitment for each
metagenome, using the PgV genome as a reference, indicated a
greater coverage in the H-C than in the L-C sample (Figure 3).
Contig recruitment against PgV recovered 0, 100 and 550 contigs
for L-C, H-C, and L-C H-C co-assembly, respectively, giving a
total draft genome of 135 kb from both samples. The size of the
contigs retrieved enabled the prediction of several partial proteins
with a known function, such as DNA polymerase and a MCP
(Supplementary Table 4).

For the detected ssRNA viruses, metatranscriptomics reads
were aligned against the available RNA genomes on the RefSeq
database. They were identified as known members of the
Picornaviridae family, with an average nucleotide identity of
99.9%. Metatranscriptomes assembled separately, leading to the
recovery of the complete genome of Pal 156 (7.9 kb) in both
samples, while the complete genome of PAL E4 (8.19 kb) was only
recovered in the H-C sample.

Phylogenetic Reconstructions of Newly
Characterized Viral Genomes
Phylogenetic analysis of Pp_CBA was performed based on Mcp
protein sequences from several subfamilies and genera within
the Myoviridae family (Figure 4). The phylogeny supports
a relationship between Pp_CBA with the Pseudoalteromonas
phage H101 and two other unclassified Pseudoalteromonas
infecting phages (SL20 and PH357), forming a monophyletic
clade separated from the sister genus of Felix01 viruses,
which mainly infect Enterobacteria. Furthermore, multimarker
analyses with VirFam assigned the Pp_CBA virus to the
Myoviridae Type1, Cluster 7, closely related to the FelixO1
(Supplementary Figure 2), as was also observed through Mcp
protein phylogenetic reconstruction (Figure 4).

A genomic comparison between members of the FelixO1
genus and Pp_CBA revealed variations in the average
genome length ∼86 vs. ∼127 kb and the number of
proteins encoded (∼131 vs. ∼220, respectively). Alignment
of the Pp_CBA genome with members from the FelixO1-
like virus family indicated no resemblance between the
genome structure between these two clades (Supplementary
Figure 3). However, Pseudoalteromonas like viruses do
share similar genomic organization, with a high syntenic
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FIGURE 2 | Genomic characteristics of Pseudoalteromonas phage CBA (PpCBA). (A) Genomic comparison: Nucleotide comparison of the novel genome of
PpCBA, with their closest homologous from the database Pseudoalteromonas phage H101, darker to clearer zones represents highly to less conserved regions
while non-connected correspond to divergent regions. (B) Circular representation of the PpCBA genome: the different rings represent (from inner to outer), GC skew,
deviation from average GC content and predicted proteins. Yellow stars correspond to viral core proteins: Tail tape measure protein (Ttmp), Base plate-like protein
(BplP), Terminase large subunit (Tls) and Major capsid protein (Mcp), while green marks indicate relevant accessory metabolic genes, such as the Anti-freezing
protein domain (Afp) or tRNA.

FIGURE 3 | Novel Phycodnaviridae antarctica (PaV) genome recruitment. Alignment of reads and assembled contigs from both metagenomes, as well as contigs
from the co-assembly, was performed against the Phaeocystis globosa virus 16T (PgV) genome. The blue and green bars indicate the number of reads recruited per
region on a logarithmic scale. Red and gray heat maps show the regions that include the PgV genome, with contigs retrieved from the assemblies. The L-C contig
recruitment map is not included as no significative contigs were recruited from the assembly.

degree between different coding regions, separating these
unclassified Pseudoalteromonas phages from those of
the FelixO1 genus.

For the Phycodnaviridae draft genome, a phylogenetic
reconstruction was performed using the DNA polymerase B
marker gene (Figure 5), confirming a relationship between PaV
and other giant viruses, as well as with the Phaeocystis infecting

viruses. All the identified PaV sequences from metagenomic
samples from Chile Bay form a well-defined cluster (bootstrap
value = 100 and Bayesian value = 1) with Prymnesiovirus
sequences, as part of the extended Mimivirus group. Particularly,
a monophyletic clade is formed with viruses that infect
seawater haptophytes such as the P. globosa and Phaeocystis
pouchetii viruses.
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FIGURE 4 | Phylogenetic clustering of PpCBA within the different groups of Myoviridae family. Maximum likelihood approximation was used for the phylogenetic
reconstruction analysis. Representative sequences of the major capsid protein of main subfamilies and genus from the Myoviridae family were included, as well as
previously unclassified Pseudoalteromonas-infecting phages sequences.

Bayesian inference and maximum likelihood phylogenetic
analyses of pol B gene revealed two major branches within
the Megavirales order. With one branch of well-defined
Phycodnavirus, such as Coccolithovirus, Chlorovirus and
Prasinovirus, and another branch including members of
the proposed extended Mimivirus group, which include
Mimiviruses, Organic lake Phycodnaviruses (OLPv)
and Prymnesiovirus.

Effect of Environmental Factors on
Potential Host Abundance and
Composition
Our analysis, as well as in previous studies (Alcamán-Arias et al.,
2018; Fuentes et al., 2018), showed a slight change in the relative
abundances and composition of the prokaryotic and eukaryotic

communities observed at L-C and H-C samples. Eukaryotic
phytoplankton from the L-C sample was dominated by diatoms
(Phylum Bacillariophyta; ∼77%) of the orders Thalassiosirales
(∼67%) and Bacillariales (∼10%), with the haptophytes (order
Phaeocystales; 5%), and the cryptophytes (Pyrenomonadales;
∼3%), representing the second and third major taxa. In the H-C
sample, also diatoms (Bacillariophyta; with a relative abundance
of up to ∼80%) were the dominant taxon within the eukaryotic
community, but the haptophytes increased slightly to ∼11% in
comparison with the L-C sample (Figure 6A). In the L-C sample,
the relative abundance of cryptophytes decreased by ∼2%, as
did other phytoplankton groups that were almost undetectable
(less than 1%).

Conversely, the prokaryotic community was dominated
by Gammaproteobacteria, in both summertime samples
(Figure 6B), representing ∼71% in L-C and 76% in H-C.
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FIGURE 5 | Determination of phylogenetic relations of Phycodnaviridae antarctica. Alignment of DNA PolB protein sequences from Phycodnaviridae and members
of the proposed order Megavirales was carried out. Full sequences, as well as partial inferred protein from environmental samples, were included in the analysis.
Maximum likelihood and Bayesian approximation consensus tree is represented. The tree was rooted with sequences from the Asfarviridae family. Polytomies
obtained by Bayesian approximation are represented by a (∗) symbol.

FIGURE 6 | Cellular populations in Chile Bay during a summer phytoplankton bloom in 2014. (A) Composition of the eukaryotic phytoplankton community. Relative
abundances of the major eukaryotic phytoplankton groups as a percentage of the chloroplastidial 16S rRNA, of 0.22 and 8 µm fractions, obtained by 16S tag
sequencing and assigned using the Phytoref database. (B) Relative composition of the bacterial community. The relative abundances of the major groups were
calculated as a percentage of assigned sequences to particular taxa using all 16S rRNA sequences retrieved from each metagenomic sample. Taxonomy is shown
at the level of bacterial orders, taxa with abundance <1% are grouped into the “others” category.
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However, each sample time was dominated by a distinct order.
Pseudomonadales was the predominant group (∼42%) in the
L-C sample, followed by Flavobacteriales (Bacteroidetes; ∼14%)
and Bacillales (Firmicutes; ∼11%). Meanwhile, Alteromonadales
dominated (Class Gammaproteobacteria; ∼65%) the H-C
sample, followed by the Flavobacteria (16%) and Rhodobacterales
(Class Alphaproteobacteria;∼5%).

Environmental conditions, such as temperature and salinity
[increasing from –0.1 to 0.3◦C and from ∼33.2 to ∼33.86,
respectively (Supplementary Table 4)] show minor variations
between L-C and the H-C samples in Chile Bay (Fuentes
et al., 2018). The concentration of oxygen and Chl-a showed
an increase between both samples, going from 148.8% and
∼0.3 mg m−3 to 190% and ∼2.53 mg m−3, respectively. On
the other hand, nitrate and phosphate concentrations slightly
decreased, from 24.61 to 2.02 µmol L−1 in the L-C sample to
20.16 and 1.59 µmol L−1 in the H-C sample. The correlation
coefficients calculated from the prokaryotic and eukaryotic
composition and the environmental data showed a negative
correlation between total Chl-a and inorganic nutrients, such as
phosphate and nitrate (Supplementary Figure 4). In addition,
a positive relationship was observed between the dominant
Thalassiosirales order with the bacterial orders Flavobacteriales,
Alteromonadales, and Oceanospirillales. With respect to the
main viral groups (i.e., Phycodnavirus and RNA Pal viruses),
infecting eukaryotes they show a positive correlation with total
Chl-a, but a negative correlation with the relative abundance of
Thalassiosirales, while the dominant bacterioplankton viruses,
Myovirus and Inovirus, correlate negatively with the increase in
phytoplankton production.

DISCUSSION

Studying viral ecology in the SO is an issue of priority,
considering the importance of this productive ecosystem on
a global scale (Evans et al., 2009; Deppeler and Davidson,
2017) and the consequences of lytic infections on nutrient
availability through the food webs. Previous studies in
Antarctic waters have demonstrated that viral abundance is
directly correlated with phytoplankton (measured as Chl-
a concentration) and bacterial abundances (Evans et al.,
2017), where viral infections have a greater influence than
grazers on prokaryotic mortality rates, playing a key role in
the carbon export to the deep waters (Vaqué et al., 2017).
The present multi-omics study identifies some of the major
active viruses in Antarctic waters during a phytoplankton
bloom in the late summer of 2014 in Chile Bay (WAP).
Revealing the most likely hosts, elucidating changes in viral
composition and activity between two contrasting stages of the
bloom development.

Identification of Dominant New Viruses
Associated With Bacterial Communities
The VBR in the SO has already been identified as remarkably
low (0.7 to 6) in comparison to the standard VBR globally
observed in the oceans (1 to 50) (Maranger et al., 1994;

Wommack and Colwell, 2000). Viral activity together with
variations in the abundance of bacteria and phytoplankton
has been suggested as a cause of the lower VBR ratio (Evans
et al., 2017). Nevertheless, viruses are the major cause of
bacterial mortality in the SO, more so than bacterivore activity
(Guixa-Boixereu et al., 2002; Evans and Brussaard, 2012; Vaqué
et al., 2017). Furthermore, recent time-series studies on the
WAP have demonstrated a marked seasonality in virioplankton
abundance. Higher abundances are observed in spring and
summer months, driven by the increase in bacterioplankton
abundance, which in turn is determined by nutrient availability
generated by phytoplankton (Evans et al., 2017). Thus, the
changes in relative viral abundances observed in this study
(measured as total viral reads percent) between L-C and H-C
samples in Chile Bay are likely to be due to variations in carbon
availability, supplied by phytoplankton, during these two coastal-
site contrasting conditions.

In Chile Bay, the phage community associated with
bacterioplankton was dominated by a novel Pseudoalteromonas
virus (Pp_CBA) (Caudovirales). The full Pp_CBA genome
retrieved in this study exhibited a high nucleotide
identity (24%) and a similar genome organization to
Pseudoalteromonas phage H101, isolated from the Yellow
Sea, China. Furthermore, despite the geographical distance,
∼50% of the genes are shared between both phages
(∼68.7 average similarity at protein level; across 108 of
221 genes with Pp_H101 predicted proteins), suggesting
an evolutionary relationship in these cosmopolitan phage
lineages (Figure 2B).

Given the phylogenetical relationship, genome homology
and structural similarity (Supplementary Figure 3) between
Pp_CBA and Gammaproteobacteria-infecting viruses, such as
Pseudoalteromonas Phage H101 (PpH101), we propose the
Pseudoalteromonas genus to be the host of Pp_CBA.

Remarkably, it was also demonstrated that Pp_CBA is
not a member of one of the most common and abundant
subfamilies of the previously described Myovirus, such as
the Peduovirinae (P2), Tevenvirinae (T4), or Spounavirinae
(SPO1) (Lavigne et al., 2009). Instead, it is more closely related
to the newly described subfamily Ounavirinae (Adriaenssens
et al., 2017). The comparison between sequence relatedness
and genomic features (i.e., sequence identity, genomic
structure, proteins encoded), as shown in Supplementary
Figure 2, also suggest, that Felix O1 viruses are not part
of the group that includes the Pseudoalteromonas phages
Pp_CBA, PpH101, PpSL20, and PpPH357. In line with the
proposed guidelines for metagenomic virus identification
(Adriaenssens and Brister, 2017; Simmonds et al., 2017; Roux
et al., 2019), it is concluded that these viruses belong to an
undescribed genus within the Ounavirinae subfamily. This
new lineage may play an important role in regulating the
most abundant heterotrophic bacteria (Pseudoalteromonas)
identified in Chile Bay, which is also one of the most
abundant and widely distributed marine bacterial genus
(Skovhus et al., 2007). Thus, as previously suggested, this
new lineage may impact on a global biogeochemical scale
(Wichels et al., 2002).
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Interaction of Pp_CBA Virus With Its
Host and Changes in the Viral Life Cycle
Due to the increased abundance of the order Caudovirales,
and in order to gain a better understanding of host interaction
and dynamics, putative adaptation strategies able to respond
to different environmental conditions in viral genomes were
explored, including uncharacterized and non-structural proteins
from low GC-content regions (more prone to vary) (Lassalle
et al., 2015). These regions incorporate metabolic accessory genes
to ensure host survival during viral replication (Roux et al., 2016).
For example, an anti-freezing protein with a collagen binding-like
domain has been identified in the low GC region of the Pp_CBA
genome. This protein is reported to inhibit ice recrystallization in
frozen solutions and maintain intracellular colloidal conditions
(Knight and Duman, 1986). Another example is the presence of
a phoH-like gene, a phosphorous transporter that is expressed
during nutrient starvation, and described as a common phage
signature (Goldsmith et al., 2015). In addition, other capacities
have been described for Arctic isolated Pseudoalteromonas
phages, providing advantageous host characteristics, such as
enhanced motility and chemotaxis (Yu et al., 2015). Thus, the
presence of metabolic accessory genes in a low-temperature
environment is suggested to be a strategy that ensures a successful
life-cycle strategy in this extreme environment.

In Chile Bay, the increase in Pseudoalteromonas abundance
and a decrease in viral activity of Pp_CBA in the H-C sample
(Figures 1, 6B) suggests viral variations contrary to expectations
set by the “Killing the Winner” hypothesis (Thingstad and
Lignell, 1997; Winter et al., 2010). This behavior, based on
metabolic accessory genes and variations in DNA/RNA, may
be a consequence of the variation from a lytic to a lysogenic
strategy. This change is facilitated through the presence of
tRNA, identified as a prophage integration site (Williams,
2002), as well as several recombinase enzymes codified on the
PpCBA genome, or a pseudolysogeny state, which remains a
circular extrachromosomal element, as described for several
gammaproteobacterial virus–hosts interactions (Mobeus, 1997;
Rippt and Miller, 1998). This is similar to the behavior described
as the Piggyback-the-Winner model, where the temperate viral
strategy becomes increasingly important in ecosystems with high
microbial densities (Knowles et al., 2016). The latter is translated
into a negative association between host abundance and the
virus-to-host ratio, reducing phage lysis at higher host densities
(Knowles et al., 2016; Coutinho et al., 2017).

Influence of Phytoplankton-Infecting
DNA and RNA Viruses on the
Productivity of the Coastal Waters of the
Southern Ocean
In Antarctic waters, the majority of the currently described
DNA viruses are within the order Caudovirales, composing
up to 80% of the viral community (Brum et al., 2016). As
is the case in Chile Bay during the Antarctic L-C condition
(Figure 1). However, under high Chl-a conditions (still into
the range for Antarctic coastal waters) a change in the

dominant groups of the viral community was observed. Here,
the Prymnesiovirus PaV related sequences, that form part of
the extended Mimivirus group, are identified to be the most
abundant community members. These results suggest that the
structure and composition of the viral community in Chile
Bay vary throughout the austral summer, can change from a
bacterial-viruses dominated community to a eukaryotic-viruses
dominated one, during periods of high productivity (high Chl-a
concentration). The situation reverses as phytoplankton bloom
collapses, returning to a bacteriophage-dominated community.
The increase in viral DNA from Prymnesiovirus PaV is associated
with an increase in viral particles, likely due to viral lysis
of the Prymnesiales host. This increases activity from 12.8
to 25.8% of the total photosynthetic community in the L-C
and H-C period, respectively (Alcamán-Arias et al., 2018).
The high activity of the Phycodnaviridae family observed on
the L-C and H-C samples suggest a persistent and active
haptophytes infection.

Phylogenetic analyses of Pol B explore the relationships
between the Nucleocytoplasmic Large DNA Viruses (NCLDV)
(Koonin et al., 2015). Results indicate PaV is within the
Primnesiovirus group, forming part of the previously
termed “extended Mimiviridae family” (Moniruzzaman
et al., 2016). This group comprises two main clades, the
heterotrophic-host infecting virus, such as Acanthamoeba
polyphaga virus and Cafeteria roenbergensis virus; and the
photosynthetic-host infecting virus, including the Aureococcus
anophagefferens virus, Pyramimonas orientalis virus and
the viruses infecting Prymnesiales (Moniruzzaman et al.,
2016). The PaV sequences form a cluster with P. globosa
16T and P. pouchetii viruses. Thus far, viruses infecting
Phaeocystis spp. are species-specific (Jacobsen et al., 1996),
with hosts (P. globosa and P. pouchetii) presenting different
biogeography’s and absent from Antarctic waters (Schoemann
et al., 2005; Santinia et al., 2013). Thus, P. antarctica is
suggested being the PaV putative host, being the dominant
and only Phaeocystis blooming species in the SO (Arrigo,
1999; Schoemann et al., 2005). To date, no viruses have
been previously reported for this species and further
infection assays are necessary to confirm this relationship
in Antarctic waters.

This virus may have major impacts on SO biogeochemical
cycles. In addition to organic primary production, P. antarctica
is also a major producer of dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP),
a sulfur compound (Gibson et al., 1990; Asher et al., 2017). This
compound is the precursor to dimethyl sulfide (DMS), the major
oceanic source of sulfur volatile compounds (Curran and Jones,
2000). DMS is considered to be a cloud condensation nuclei
agent, influencing the albedo (and thus the light availability)
for primary production post bloom, and subsequently affecting
global climate change through augmenting the greenhouse
effect (Iversen and Seland, 2002; Crutzen and Andreae, 2006).
Furthermore, DMSP is used as a carbon source by many marine
bacteria, such as Rhodobacterales, which increased (from ∼2
to 5%) in Chile bay during the H-C period. DMSP availability
due to viral lysis potentially has a powerful influence on
the microbial community composition during P. antarctica
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blooms (Kiene and Linn, 2000). Under this scenario, the novel
P. antarctica virus (PaV) may play an important ecological
and climatic role through changes in the carbon and sulfur
biogeochemical cycles. For example, modulating the carbon drag
and primary production, as well as affecting the SO albedo.
In order to gain a better understanding of the magnitude of
these events, further investigation is necessary for viral effects
and DMS emission.

Conversely, RNA viral sequences related to the marine
RNA virus PAL E4 and PAL 156 were detected in Chile
Bay, presenting increased abundance in the H-C sample
(Figure 1). These RNA viral members have no DNA stage,
thus the metatranscriptomic approach was unable to distinguish
genomic RNA from activity (expressed transcripts). Nevertheless,
considering the cellular fraction between 8 and 0.22 µm was
sequenced, it is assumed that the majority of recovered viral
sequences are from attached particles, or active infections
replicating inside hosts. RNA and DNA viruses have been
reported to infect pennate and centric blooming and non-
blooming diatoms, and they play a major role in oceanic
phytoplankton bloom decay (Bratbak et al., 1990; Nagasaki,
2008). Recently, the overall increase in the activity and/or
presence of PAL E4 and PAL156 viruses, both belonging
to Picornavirales group, has been reported near to Palmer
station (WAP), during a spring-summer transition along with
recurrent diatom blooms (Miranda et al., 2016). Phylogenetic
analyses of Antarctic PAL156 sequences showed that they were
closely related to the Bacillarnavirus family, which infect centric
diatoms. In Chile Bay, Thalassiosirales (centric diatoms) are
dominating along with other types of diatoms (Figure 6A),
indicating that these groups are potential Bacillarnavirus hosts,
as already reported in other environments (Tomaru et al., 2013).
Moreover, PAL E4 shares the bicistronic genome from the
Picornavirus group; however, it belongs to a distinct clade with
no known host (Miranda et al., 2016), which may be infecting
another eukaryote in this bloom. RNA viruses that increase in
abundances in parallel to blooming diatoms may play a key
role in the regulation of the bloom intensity and duration, and
therefore influence the primary productivity in Chile Bay and
other WAP regions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

To our knowledge, this is the first multi-omic approach
study where viral communities are identified and compared
under different conditions of low and high chlorophyll in
the SO. In addition, host interactions were identified from
the most abundant and active viral communities in WAP,
along with changes in productivity (according to Chl-a
measurements) and the dominance of eukaryotic phytoplankton
and bacterial communities. Finally, novel genomes belonging
to the most abundant viruses were recovered, while genomic
analyses revealed a new genus within the Myoviridae group,
and the first virus (Phycodnavirus) described that can infect
P. antarctica, an important primary producer in the Antarctic
marine food webs.

Although our sampling effort was limited to comparing two
samples of contrasting scenarios of different productivity (based
on chlorophyll concentration), both samples are representative
of the changes in microbial communities of the coastal waters
in the WAP during the summer season. The community
structure of phytoplankton and bacterioplankton, as well as
the concentrations of Chl-a (up to 2.53 mg/m3) observed
in the samples of the present study, are within the ranges
previously observed in other nearby locations in the WAP
such as Palmer. In addition, and as in Palmer station (Luria
et al., 2016; Mangoni et al., 2017) the microbial communities
of Chile Bay during phytoplankton blooms were dominated by
Alfa and Gammaproteobacteria, as well as Flavobacteria. This
suggests that the changes observed in the viral communities
in our study can be used as a model to understand the
behavior of virioplankton in the coastal waters along the WAP,
highlighting their potential role as regulators of important
phytoplankton and bacterioplankton components in the coastal
Antarctic waters. The latter is also supported by our phylogenetic
analyses of the two new genomes discovered here, which
explain the existence of closely related viruses in other marine
environments that are known to play an important role in
these food webs.
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